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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 

This Handbook is the main output from a Defra funded research project managed by 

Natural England through the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund.  The research was 

carried out in 2009/2010 by David Jarvis Associates Limited (DJA) and Professor Geoffrey 

Walton and Associates LLP (PGWA), supported by Brett Aggregates Limited and MDL 

Limited. 

 

This study is, in part, complementary to ‚A Guide to the Visual Screening of Quarries‛ 

and ‚Quarry Plant in the Landscape‛;  these three studies, together with the issue of 

the management of quarry-related traffic on the public highway, cover the four core 

areas of concern to the public in relation to aggregate quarrying.  This study, as with the 

other two, is confined to aggregate quarries in England. 

 

Quarry entrances represent the main point of interaction between the general public 

and the activity of quarrying; the ‘quality’ of the entrance has a significant influence on 

the relationship between the public and quarry operator.  This handbook is intended to 

provide all stakeholders and interested parties with a raft of solutions and design ideas 

which might assist in minimizing impacts and maximizing opportunities. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: A safe, functional, one-way, quarry exit with minimal 

impact. 
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1.2 The Nature of Quarrying 

 

Minerals have to be quarried where they occur.  More often than not, these minerals 

occur in attractive upland or river valley contexts.  The industrial nature of mineral 

extraction means that there is a tendency to conflict with the surrounding landscape 

and population unless the quarrying, processing and transportation is carefully planned 

and executed. 

 

Aggregate can be obtained from crushed hard rock, from sand & gravel deposits, from 

marine deposits and from recycled building materials; this report deals with the first two 

sources.  

 

Figure 1.2: The entrance to a major hard rock quarry can be de-

emphasised 

 

1.3 Scope of the Study 

 

The scope and limitations of this study are defined as follows: 

 The study examines quarry entrances, the activities that go on at and around them 
and the impacts that these have on those in the vicinity of the entrance.  The 
impacts examined are inter alia landscape and visual impacts, noise impacts, impacts 
of dust and mud, and traffic impacts. 

 

 The study examines quarry entrances in relation to the primary production and 
processing of aggregates but does not specifically consider issues relating to ‘value-
added’ products such as concrete and asphalt.  In reality, the issues are generally the 
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same, however, and the good design of a quarry entrance will have benefits for all 
aspects of quarry entrance activities. 

 

 Landscape impacts are those relating to impacts on landscape character, on 
landscape value (e.g. the amenity value and tranquillity of the landscape, the 
settings of Listed Buildings etc), and on landscape features and elements (e.g. 
woodlands, rivers, significant individual trees etc).  Visual impacts are those that 
have direct effects on the views seen from particular receptors, such as public rights 
of way or residential properties. 

 

 Noise impacts are those arising from the movement (and queuing) of lorries and 
other vehicles/mobile plant at and around the quarry entrance, from the operation 
of fixed plant at and around the quarry entrance, and from any other noise-
generating activities within the quarry which can be heard at or around the quarry 
entrance. 

 

 The study examines quarry entrances at aggregate quarries (hard rock and sand & 
gravel operations) in England only.  Non-aggregate quarries (e.g. clay or coal) and 
non-mineral sites (e.g. business parks and leisure complexes) were also visited.  
Examples of good practice have been considered from these types of operation 
where they may have practicable applications for aggregate quarries in England.  

1.4 Methodology 

 

Desktop research followed by a series of visits to quarries established the typical layout 

and activities at entrances of both hard rock and sand & gravel quarries.  The impacts of 

these activities and features were examined and broad design limits and flexibility 

established. 

 

Forty one aggregate and ten non-aggregate sites were visited, as listed in Appendix 1.  

From these quarry visits problems and solutions were examined and photographs taken.  

Key staff and interested parties, where appropriate, were interviewed.  The non-

aggregate sites were chosen to illustrate how other industries deal with similar problems 

of busy entrances. 

 

Various other interested parties including mineral planning authorities (MPAs), quarry 

companies, and communities near quarries (through the MPAs) were interviewed.  A 

selection of MPAs in England were sent a questionnaire in order for the key issues to be 

identified and weighted.  The completed (anonymous) questionnaires can be found in 

Appendix 2. 

 

Appendix 3 contains the analysis of the forty one aggregate quarries visited;  individual 

quarries are not identified.  For each quarry, the relative size, setting and whether it was 

active/inactive is set out together with the weather conditions on the day of the visit.  

The class of road on which the quarry entrance is located is also listed. 
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Twelve aspects of the entrances were analysed and given an arithmetical rating.  These 

aspects included distance of Plant/Site from main Highway, whether there were ghost 

islands or entrance dividers, the signage, tidiness and evidence of dust/mud. 

 

From the desk top studies, interviews, questionnaires and site visits a series of key issues 

and solutions evolved.  Each of these is examined in Section 2 of this Handbook. 

 

The key issues are: 

 

 Lack of visual screening. 

 Dirty roads etc. 

 Clutter. 

 Signage. 

 Lighting. 

 Noise. 

 Traffic management on the public highway. 

 Traffic management on the site. 

 Planting. 

 Biodiversity. 

 Security, Health and Safety. 

 Use of the Local Stone. 

 Cumulative impacts. 
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2. VISUAL SCREENING 

2.1 The Issue 

 

By their nature, quarry entrances are likely to be the focus of much activity.  They 

represent a funneling and channeling of activity into a concentrated node.  In addition, 

they are the interface between private land and the public realm, notably the public 

highway.  Activities include: 

 

 Delivery/collection lorries arriving and departing; 
 

 Lorry parking; 
 

 Quarry staff, contractors and visitors arriving and departing; 
 

 Car parking; 
 

 Weighbridge(s) and wheel washing facilities which are often close to, or within sight 
of, the entrance; 

 

 Site offices which are often close to the entrance.  In some cases, regional and/or 
national offices of the quarry operating company may also be located at one of their 
quarries; 

 

 Stockpiles and materials storage; 
 

 Quarrying itself may be visible from the quarry entrance; 
 

 Bagging plants, workshops and other buildings may also be located close to, or 
visible from, the quarry entrance; 

 

Figures 2.1 & 2.2:  Unhindered views straight into quarries and plant sites 
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 Power supplies, especially electricity; 
 

 Storage of scrap or redundant plant and machinery; 
 

 Advertising. 
 

 Areas close to the offices may be set aside for displaying samples of the operating 
company’s product range; 

 
Appropriate visual screening can therefore have significant benefits.  However, good 

quality design and layouts may remove the need for mitigation. 

 

2.2 The Solutions 

2.2.1. Good Planning 

At the early stage when a quarry is being planned, there are a series of key issues which 
need to be addressed separately and together to minimise the visual impact of the 
quarry entrance and related activities. 

Figure 2.3: A well–planned entrance 

 

2.2.2 Layout 

The separate functions at an entrance need to be identified and their requirements 

scheduled.  These will include the space requirement, the sequence of activities and the 

hierarchy of importance.  The layout must function, be safe for all users and to be 

aesthetically pleasing wherever possible.  The arrangement must be as energy efficient 

as possible.  Other matters which help to reduce visual intrusion or avoid drawing the 

eye include selecting appropriate and logical locations and sequences, maintaining 

simplicity where possible, creating separation and screening, encouraging homogeneity 
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in materials, architecture and approach and avoiding ugly silhouettes and breaking of 

skylines.  Sympathy with the local natural and man-made landscape is an automatic 

objective. 

 

2.2.3 Use of existing features 

This local sympathy can be effected, where possible, by the retention and use of existing 

structures, vegetation, buildings and roads.  Minimising change tends to minimize visual 

impacts. 

 

2.2.4 Good Design 

With a well planned layout, it is the quality of the design of the new hard and soft 

elements which will integrate the entrance into the surrounding landscape and minimize 

visual impact. 

 

2.2.5 Buildings, architecture etc 

Buildings and structures visible from and at the quarry entrance need to be appropriate, 

sympathetic and aesthetically pleasing.  Standard solutions (especially company-wide 

solutions) may not be appropriate.  The use of local styles and materials may aid 

integration. 

 

2.2.6 Shape, form and silhouette 

Good design of all buildings and structures should consider the impact that awkward 

shapes, forms, types and silhouettes may have.  Particular attention should be applied to 

the views from stakeholders of the silhouette especially where it breaks the skyline. 

 

2.2.7 Landform and Landscape 

As with buildings, the landforms, vegetation cover and land use at a quarry entrance 

need careful design and implementation.  Again, appropriateness to the local context is 

paramount. 

 

Figure 2.4 & 2.5: Good entrances that use the local landform and landscape well. 

2.2.8 Screening 

Wherever possible the need for mitigation measures should be avoided.  However, 

where this is not possible, screening measures should be included which are in 

themselves not intrusive and which are integrated into the local landscape context. 
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2.2.9 Landform as a Screen 

Where space permits, the use of interlocking bunds and/or level changes will often be 

the best solution for screening activities at the quarry entrance.  Different shapes of 

bund can be used (e.g. trapezoidal or more rounded), and the design of the bunds 

should ideally be matched to surrounding landforms (where these exist). 

 

Figure 2.6:  Level changes and low screening bunds help to reduce the  

visibility of activities at the entrance to this sand and gravel quarry in a  

gently undulating landscape 

2.2.10 Planting as Screening 

Interlocking tree and hedge planting (and retention of existing trees/hedges) can also 

create an effective visual barrier, especially where there is insufficient space for 

(substantial) bunds or where the landscape is generally flat. 

2.2.11 Use of Long or Curved Access Roads 

On first consideration, it might seem that there would be a benefit in having the 

activities and structures that are associated with the quarry entrance as close to the 

public highway as possible, particularly in terms of minimising the presence of non-

quarry trained personnel in the main working areas of the site.  However, by moving 

these activities away from the highway, and providing a hard-surfaced roadway from 

the highway to the weighbridges etc., it becomes much easier to disguise the nature of 

activities at the site. 
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Figure 2.7: The use of existing field boundary hedgerows and  

trees has allowed entrance activities at this sand gravel  

extraction site to be almost completely hidden from the public high 

 

Figure 2.8: This long, gently curving access road means that from the  

public highway there is no indication that this is the entrance to a sand  

and gravel quarry 

2.2.12 Interlocking walls and fences 

In the same way that interlocking bunds or planting may be used to restrict or eliminate 

views into a quarry entrance, so walls, fences and other structures may be used to 

achieve the same effect. 

2.2.13 Buildings as Screening 

(Existing) buildings can provide screening.  For example, the quarry entrance to a sand 

and gravel quarry on former farmland might be able to make use of an existing 
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farmyard as the site entrance, with converted farm buildings providing office space, 

workshops etc., and the quarry access route being through the farmyard.  The buildings 

themselves would act as a visual barrier. 

 

2.2.14 Colour/Texture 

Colour of buildings, structures and man-made elements should reflect those found 

locally.  If new colours need to be introduced (e.g. cladding) they should be chosen to 

‘recede’ into the context/backdrop.  Textures should be selected on the same basis (e.g. 

brick/stone patterns) 

 

2.2.15 Materials 

Locally found materials should be used wherever possible;  using the rock/materials from 

the quarry performs the dual role of creating sympathetic structures as well as 

promoting uses of the materials.  Where new or alien materials (such as cladding or 

stainless steel) are introduced they should be coloured as in 2.2.14 and integrated with 

structures using naturally occurring local materials.  Where possible, ‘new’ materials 

should be hidden behind old buildings or those made of local materials. 

2.2.16 Combinations of Methods 

All of the solutions and techniques above may be used to advantage in combination.  

Interlocking bunds, for example, can be combined with native tree and shrub planting.  

Old and new buildings may be combined to mimic local farm complexes. 

 

2.2.17 Good Maintenance 

Whichever technique is chosen, it is essential that there should be an on-going 

maintenance and long term management system in place;  planting may need to be 

thinned, grass mown and structures/signs repainted. 

 

2.2.17 Tidiness 

A key objective of the maintenance and management of the quarry entrance must be to 

ensure an overall tidiness;  clutter, awkward shapes, litter etc. all contribute to the 

overall visual impact. 
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3. DIRTY ROADS 

3.1 The Issue 

 

According to the survey of Mineral Planning Authorities undertaken as part of this 

research, dirty roads are probably the biggest single area of concern for members of the 

public. 

 

In wet weather, mud on the road can give rise to a slip or skid hazard for both 

pedestrians and vehicles, as well as being spread further onto other vehicles, road signs, 

street furniture and roadside vegetation.  When dry, the same mud can be turned to 

dust, and this dust can be spread considerable distances by air movement from wind, 

vehicles etc.  Even at low dust concentrations, fine dust can also become a health 

hazard for certain ‘at risk’ groups. 

3.1.1. Mud 

Mud is generated from a number of sources within a quarry and the processing areas; 

mud is a nuisance when it is transported to a place where it is unwanted.   It can be 

comprised of the raw mineral itself, the processed mineral, the overburden/inter-burden, 

subsoils, topsoils and imported materials/additives/wastes.  It can be created and 

transported along the quarry roads and across working areas by mobile plant, 

conveyors, lorries and other vehicles – it is then deposited from wheels and vehicle 

chassis on to roads at and near the quarry entrance. 

Figures 3.1 & 3.2:  Unacceptable mud on the road and pavement 

 

Mud is often carried on vehicles and mobile plant operating in ‘dirty’ areas of the quarry 

and then deposited on ‘clean’ parts of the site where it can be picked up by otherwise 

clean vehicles which then travel on public roads.  Delivery and collection vehicles may 

also be required to operate in both ‘clean’ and dirty parts of the quarry and/or 

processing plant site. 
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Figure 3.3: Vehicles used for road transport of mineral should, wherever  

possible, not be operated within the ‘dirty’ parts of the quarry in order to  

minimise the transfer of mud onto the public highway 

3.1.2. Dust 

Dust can arise from: 
 

 the processing of ‘as-dug’ mineral in fixed and mobile plant; 
 

 the movement (including loading) of ‘as-dug’ and processed mineral within the site 
in dump trucks or un-sheeted road vehicles; 

 

Figure 3.4 & 3.5: Unacceptable dust on fences and vegetation 

 

 conveyors and their elevated discharge points; 
 

 the loading of mineral into road vehicles from hoppers/conveyor heads or by loading 
shovel;  

 

 the movement of vehicles and mobile plant around the ‘dirty’ parts of the site 
 during dry conditions, especially if the vehicles or plant are moving at excessive 
 speeds; 
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Figure 3.6 & 3.7: Walls a few metres apart showing the impact of splattered mud from 
trucks leaving an aggregates quarry 

 

 inadequately clad buildings; 
 

 topsoil/overburden stores/bunds when unseeded; 
 

 uncovered stockpiles and dry areas of silt lagoons; 
 

 unsealed hardstandings; 
 

 stripped areas before quarrying; 
 

If dust becomes wet, either due to rainfall, surface water or as a result of intentional 

‘wetting’ of the dust to reduce its spread, the resulting mud poses similar problems as 

mud derived from other sources. 

 

Figure 3.8:  Dust from the movement of vehicles on the public highway 
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3.2 Solutions 

  

3.2.1 General  

There are several means by which the transport of dust and mud from quarry operations 

on to the public highway can be reduced.  On many sites there is insufficient distance 

between ‚dirty areas‛ within the quarry workings and the public highway even when 

good wheel and vehicle washing facilities are available. The majority of dust and mud 

problems on the highway result from this cause.  Hence it is essential that the issue of 

the length of the road in from the quarry entrance to dirty areas and from the wheel 

wash or alternative back to the quarry entrance is adequately accommodated.  

Experience suggests that this should be at least 100m and with heavy vehicle usage 

should be 200-300m. 

 

Dust suppression within a quarry is an important aspect of ensuring that dust that leaves 

a quarry and may fall on to the public road and entrance area is kept to a minimum.  A 

full catalogue of techniques for dust suppression and control that may be used within a 

quarry are beyond the scope of this report.  The following methods are appropriate and 

wherever possible should be based on specific directional dust monitoring techniques to 

evaluate their efficiency:- 

 

 The reduction of bare, un-vegetated areas. 

 The maximum use of hard surfaced haul roads and metalled roads especially 

near the entrance. 

 The use of dust suppression techniques including mist water sprays, water 

cannon, mist/fog generators, surfactants (binding agents) on stockpiles and 

haul roads. 

 Covering all material transfer points and conveyors and reducing material drop 

heights. 

 Where appropriate using screening banks, fences and vegetation to reduce or 

divert high levels of wind that carry most dust. 

 Regular cleaning of exposed areas, roads, parking areas and the like. 

 The use of efficient vehicle washing and wheel cleaning techniques. 

 The application of vehicle speed limits within the site and in the entrance area. 

 Sheeting vehicle loads, especially where these are of finer materials. 

 Selecting stockpile areas that are less exposed. 

 Damping down blast areas and collecting blast rig cuttings. 

 The separation of dirty and clean areas within a quarry and ensuring that 

wherever possible road going vehicles do not go into dirty areas. 
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Figure 3.9: Dust suppression at source within a quarry using a mist cannon 

3.2.2    Vehicle Cleaning and Wheel Washers 

Some form of vehicle and/or wheel washing facility is commonly a requirement of 

planning permissions for recent quarries.  The intention of this arrangement is to ensure 

that vehicles are effectively cleaned before they move onto the public highway. 

 

A number of (UK) manufacturers provide suitable fixed or mobile systems with variable 

capacities and where appropriate wash water processing and recycling arrangements.  

 

Units should ideally be located well away from the quarry entrance to allow for 

sufficient distance for water and dislodged mud to fall from the vehicle before moving 

into the entrance area and on to the public highway.  There are issues relating to the 

internal layout of access roads so as to ensure that dirty vehicles do not cross the route 

to be followed by washed vehicles and decisions are required as to the positioning of 

any vehicle/wheel wash with respect to the weighbridge.  As may be seen from Figure 

3.11 this is not always a simple arrangement; ideally in this location the wheel wash 

should have been located on the opposite side of the road.   Rumble strips and/or 

humps are sometimes installed on either side of a wheel washing facility to assist in the 

removal of mud and debris from the tyres and body of vehicles leaving the quarry.   

 

Simpler forms of wheel wash are often appropriate for smaller quarries where there may 

be fewer vehicle movements, especially those located some distance from the public 

road.  One such system, shown below, comprises a water bath through which trucks 
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will pass.  The system is simple and requires regular cleaning to avoid transferring 

sedimented mud back on to vehicles. 

Figure 3.10: A simple water bath form of wheel wash.    

  

 
            Figure 3.11: A combined vehicle body and wheel wash 

3.2.3 Vehicle/Wheel Wash to Quarry Entrance Distances  

The quarry entrance should ideally be laid out so that there is a sufficient length of 

metalled (concrete or macadam) access road to allow for wash water to drain and for 

dislodged mud and other materials to fall from the vehicle.  As noted above, this 

distance should typically be a minimum of 100m and preferably 200-300m between the 

wheel/vehicle washing facilities and the entrance splay on to the public highway.   

Lesser distances commonly give rise to mud and dust problems. 
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Figure 3.12: A good example of a surfaced road between the vehicle/wheel wash and 

the public highway  

  

3.2.4 Road Cleaning 

 Few systems for suppressing mud and dust on roads are totally effective especially if the 

access road between the entrance and the quarry is of limited length.  In these 

circumstances it is essential for the operator to maintain a regular and efficient road 

cleaning system, unlike the system in use at the quarry entrance illustrated in Figure 

4.5.   
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4. CLUTTER AND RUBBISH 

4.1 The Issue 

 

Clutter is the generic name for the unplanned and disorganised concentration of objects 

and activities such as at or near a quarry entrance.  In this chapter it is also taken to 

include rubbish and litter.  Such objects and activities tend to attract the eye, be visually 

unattractive and to highlight the negative aspects of quarrying, the associated processes 

and transportation, 

 

 Figures 4.1 above and 4.2 below showing clutter within the entrance  

and a failure to provide proper screening along the entrance road in a  

National Park 
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4.2 Causes 

 The principal causes of these problems associated with clutter and rubbish are lack of 
foresight, poor neighbourliness and proper maintenance and a failure to appreciate the 
negative impact quarries displaying these features have on the general public.  

Many of the problems result from the failure to properly plan the quarry entrance with 
sufficient space for signage, parking and queuing and the improper location of activities 
better located further from the entrance. 

As noted in Chapter 5, signage can often be confusing and excessive at an entrance 
and frequently displays a failure to comprehend access, egress and safety issues at the 
outset of quarrying.  Quarrying companies can inherit clutter at newly acquired 
properties, but fail to act promptly on acquisition. 

Figure 4.3: Clutter and rubbish within a small aggregate quarry in an AONB 

Litter is a particular problem associated with quarry entrances especially where 
employees and others delivering or collecting materials are not provided with 
contractual rules that prohibit littering.  Parking and queuing areas with no litter 
collection bins are a further cause.  Those queuing and temporarily parking at quarry 
entrances frequently deposit litter ranging from food and drink packaging to cigarettes 
and other materials.  These problems are further complicated if the quarry doest not 
have routine arrangements for keeping areas tidy.  Once an area is littered there is a 
temptation for others to bring further litter and waste into the entrance. 

 

4.3 Solutions 

4.3.1 Adequate spaces 

At the planning stage of a quarry operation, it is important to allocate adequate space 

for all predicted functions.  In addition, adequate flexibility of areas for future expansion 

and changes in operation should be included.  Clutter can occur because of lack of 

space or the multi-use of an inadequate area. 
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4.3.2 Hierarchy of spaces 

As well as allowing enough area for disparate functions near an entrance, it is important 

that there is clear identification of the uses and their relative importance.  Legible 

notices allow and encourage stakeholders to use spaces as planned rather than on an 

ad hoc basis. 

 

4.3.3 Logical sequences 

If there is an illogical sequence to the arrangement of functions/spaces at a quarry 

entrance stakeholders will tend to follow their own logic which can lead to confusion 

which, in turn, leads to vehicles, objects, storage, activities occurring in the wrong 

places;  this often leads to clutter or an impression of a cluttered entrance. 

 

4.3.4 Appropriateness 

Uses and activities at an entrance should be appropriate; operations and structures 

which appear to be in the right place and in the right sequence when entering the site 

tend not to draw the eye. 

 

4.3.5 Simplicity 

Complex physical arrangements tend to attract the eye and to jar aesthetically especially 

in the countryside.  Generally, the simpler, understated approach is less intrusive; clutter 

is the antithesis to this approach.  Litter further confuses the situation. 

 

4.3.6 Separation and screening 

Clear separation of functions and structures also reduces the tendency to produce a 

cluttered entrance.  Such separation may be the result of fences, planting, buildings or 

landform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Provision of a rubbish bin in a queuing area of a well  

maintained quarry entrance.  Contrast with Figure 4.5 below. 
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Design at the outset should facilitate proper separation and screening.  This is 

particularly important with respect to the provision of parking and queuing areas. 

4.3.7 Homogeneity 

Random mixtures of sizes, colours and types of vehicles, objects and materials can add 

to the impression of clutter.  Rows of clean lorries or rows of parked cars to not draw 

the eye as much as a motley assemblage. 

 

4.3.8 Sympathy with local materials, forms and landscapes 

Any cluttered or complex arrangement of structures and materials can be improved by 

choosing ones which are sympathetic to the local context and, particularly, integrate 

with and recede into the local landscape. 

 

4.3.9 Skylines/silhouettes 

Where cluttered and unaesthetic arrangements of structures and objects are seen 

against the sky in daylight or in silhouette, the visual impact is increased.  

Photomontages at the planning and design stages can identify potential problems. 

 

4.3.10 Tidiness 

While good planning, design and construction are at the heart of minimising visual 

intrusion, the on-going operation, management and maintenance at the quarry 

entrance are essential to ensure the continuation of these benefits.  Tidiness and the 

regular removal of rubbish should be a key environmental management objective to 

reduce the adverse impact that the quarry may have on the public.  

 

 
Figure 4.5: A poorly maintained quarry entrance with excessive litter. 
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5. SIGNAGE 

5.1 The Issue 

 

Signage is meant to be a positive aid to visitors, workers and contractors.  However, en 

masse and in an uncoordinated way, signage can be visually intrusive, distracting and 

dangerous; it can contribute to the clutter referred to previously.  Signage is often the 

first element seen by approaching travellers and is, effectively, the introduction to the 

quarry. 

 

There are legal obligations with regard to some signage (e.g. health and safety and road 

directions) and it is often in combination with other signage and advertising that visual 

intrusion occurs. 

 

 Figure 5.1:  A random collection of signs unhelpful to the visitor. 

 

5.2 Solutions 

5.2.1. Planning 

Signage should not be an afterthought.  At the earliest planning stage the range of 

necessary and desirable signs should be decided upon.  Their cumulative impact and 

how they interrelate needs careful consideration.  Legally required signage needs to 

work with others in company styles.  In general, the objective should be to have few, 

simple signs in order not to draw attention unnecessarily. 

 

Signage is much simpler to accommodate when the length of the access road between 

the entrance and the quarry is sufficient to ensure that signage can be spread out.  At 

the entrance the essential requirement is to know which way to go, especially when 

there are separate or shared routes.  Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show the entrance to a large 
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quarry that has advanced warning of the entrance along the public highway and 

internal signage along the access road away from the entrance. 

 

 
Figure 5.2: A major quarry with two inbound and two outbound traffic lanes around islands.  

Note the principal signs relate to permitted access route from the right hand side and is not 

confused by other signage.   

 

 
Figure 5.3: The entrance shown in Figure 5.2 with the access lane from the east.  Note the 

outbound signage for the two exit lanes to the east and west on the right hand side of the 

photograph. 

 

5.2.2 Layout 

Too many signs, which are difficult to read, have a similar impact to that of clutter and 

rubbish near an entrance as shown in Figure 5.1.  There should be a dedicated layout 

plan for signage with appropriate elevations and photomontages.  Information on signs 

should be located where they are needed i.e. it is not necessary to place all signage 

together; generally, signage works better if individual signs are seen in a logical 

sequence on entering or leaving the site. 
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5.2.3 Design 

It is difficult to be prescriptive about design of signage.  Clean and simple signs 

generally work better.  A family of signs in the same font, colours, style and materials 

also generally is less intrusive.  Simple icons (as in the MOTO service station examples in 

5.4 below) may communicate more complex concepts or instructions without large 

areas of text.  Text in capitals is less easy to read than the text shown in Figure 5.5 

below.  Signs which contain much information may be necessary for some legal 

requirements, such as the quarry operator details – the quarry name, contact telephone 

numbers and product range as shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7.  However this information 

cannot be clearly read from a moving vehicle and should not be located so as to distract 

from important signs relating to vehicle movements, speed etc. 

 

                       Figure 5.4 and 5.5:  Clear, simple and effective directional signage 

 

 

          Figure 5.6 and 5.7: Site information boards, not easily read from moving vehicles 

 

Clean, well maintained signs are less intrusive than those which are leaning, dirty, 

damaged etc.  The impact of poor maintenance is akin to that resulting from failure to 

clean access roads and entrance areas or not removing litter. 
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Where signs relating to vehicle movements in and out of a quarry are placed along the 

public highway approval must be obtained from the local authority and the signage 

must be in accordance with the requirements of the Department of Transport. 
 

Figure 5.8: Clear advanced warning and information on the public highway  

in advance of the entrance shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.9:  All signs, whether within the quarry or along the public highway,  

should be kept clean and securely fixed or they will detract from the overall  

appearance of the quarry entrance. 
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6. LIGHTING 

6.1 The Issue and the Causes of Concern 

 

Lighting at a quarry entrance is intended to have a positive and useful effect; lights 

that are incorrectly located, or poorly designed/maintained have a counter-effect.  The 

introduction of lighting into some, particularly rural quarry settings, may detract from 

the local area and emphasise industrial activities in a rural landscape. 

There are several types of lighting within and near quarry entrances: 

 illumination on plant, buildings and structures; 

 floodlighting for on-site working 

 security lighting; 

 street lighting (including neon); 

 vehicle headlights; 

 lighting on signs and advertisements 

 Outside winter hours most quarries do not work in the dark and in many quarries 

operations are almost totally restricted to daylight hours.  Lighting in such quarries is 

therefore only used for security or emergency purposes.  Operators sometimes fail to 

realise that significantly lower levels of lighting are acceptable for security purposes 

than for working arrangements.  For example, 2 x 400w bulbs may suffice for security 

purposes whereas 4 x 1,000w bulbs may be required at each lighting installation 

where detailed work is taking place. 

 Planning conditions normally specify the lighting levels at the margins of the quarry in 

order to limit light pollution.  Clearly the further the quarry is from the entrance the 

lower the impact of any lighting within the quarry and around the processing area.  If 

however deliveries are taking place during the dark it is quite normal, at larger 

quarries, for there to be normal street type lighting near the quarry entrance, especially 

if the entrance is on to a major road.  Small quarries in the country rarely have any 

fixed lighting at or near the quarry entrance. 

 

6.2 Solutions 

 

The initial step is to ensure that quarry lighting does not impact on the quarry 

entrance.  The essential principle in this is, wherever possible, to keep the lighting 

below the rim of the quarry and to be aware of light sensitive sectors beyond the 

quarry limits.  Lighting at the entrance is not usually required for detailed working and 

therefore should always be at a much lower level appropriate to the setting and to the 

level of traffic use at the entrance and along the public road. 
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Lighting should always pay attention to the setting e.g. rural, suburban, National Parks, 

AONB’s etc., where different standards and levels of lighting are appropriate. 

6.2.1 Planning 

Firstly, the whole question of lighting needs to be planned and assessed at the outset.  

Lighting for operational purposes within the quarry generally has to be flexible and 

typically comprises units such as those shown in Figure 6.1.   

Figure 6.1: A mobile lighting set with inappropriately 

angled floodlights used incorrectly for security purposes 

 

Lighting associated with quarry processing plants is commonly fixed to the housing of 

the plant and the heights adjusted to the requirements of mobile and fixed plant in use 

(see Figures 6.2 and 6.3) 
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Figure 6.2: Lighting installed on external staircase for safety reasons 

Figure 6.3: Low level lighting on buildings  

 

Lighting for the entrance road and splay is a separate matter and needs to be 

incorporated in the initial quarry design.  If required, it should be consistent with usual 

lighting principles in the vicinity i.e. that used along nearby public roads, always 

employing the minimum levels of lighting appropriate to the risks inherent in the use 

of the entrance (see Figures 6.4 and 6.5).  Planning and coordination at the outset 

minimises impacts off the site while saving energy and costs. 
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Figure 6.4: Street lighting at a major quarry entrance with a rail crossing 

Figure 6.5: As for Figure 6.4 looking in the opposite direction.  Note 

illuminated bollard at quarry exit 

 

It should also be noted that whilst notices/signage on pillar lighting can be visually 

unappealing lighting standards are often appropriate for the installation of security 

cameras and associated security systems including infra red lighting.  A common 

power supply and a reduction in poles reduces visual impact. Figure 6.6 shows 
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standard road lighting along the entrance road to a quarry near a National Park where 

there is no street lighting along the public road. 

Figure 6.6: Street lighting used on a major quarry entrance road; 

there is no street lighting at this site.  Note the illuminated bollard on 

the right hand side 

Figure 6.7: Reduced level standard lights at the quarry entrance on the 

left hand side, consistent with a suburban area on the right hand side. 

 

6.2.2 Downlighting and Hooding 

Wherever possible lighting, (especially flood and street lighting), should be orientated 

downwards.  This not only removes the issue of direct light leaving the site and causing 

negative impacts but also reduces the creation of the night sky ‘glow’ which attracts 

the eye from a distance.  All lighting (with the exception of deliberately chosen up 

lighters) should be hooded to concentrate the light at lower levels and to reduce the 

night sky ‘glow’ effect. 
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Figure 6.1 shows an inappropriate lighting arrangement that produces a night glow 

effect when a lower angle of hooding would be just as effective in lighting the 

benches and haul roads.  Figure 6.7 shows low lights on standards illuminating the 

entrance to a quarry in a suburban area and Figure 6.8 shows an alternative method of 

low level illumination of a quarry sign. 

6.2.3 Low level lighting 

If low level lighting is required its use should be carefully considered and restricted to 

those items where there may be a safety issue e.g. bollards, step lights, floor strip 

lights, and especially road signs.  Figure 6.9 shows bollards that are illuminated at a 

major quarry entrance where there are lights along the public road, but none along 

the quarry entrance road.  High level lighting should rarely be required for entrance 

areas. 

Figure 6.8:  Low level lighting to illuminate an entrance sign 

Figure 6.9 Illuminated bollards along the public road and at the 

entrance to a major quarry. 
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6.2.4 Timers 

Lights should only be used when absolutely necessary.  Methods to restrict use include 

the division onto specific circuits, the use of timers and the use of movement/heat 

triggered sensors. 

It should be noted that most security cameras use infra-red techniques to provide 

illumination and the use of lighting may only be required in the event of an incident. 

6.2.5 Physical screening 

Lit areas, even if they are designed to include the previous suggestions, should 

wherever possible also be screened from light sensitive locations.  Screening and 

containment can be provided by landform, buildings, structures, planting or by fences 

and walls.  It should be noted that sites with no screening, but with exposed plant will 

be visually intrusive if the plant is illuminated at night.  
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7. NOISE 

7.1 The Issue 

 

Many quarries are located in the countryside; the introduction of noise into a rural 

context can be an impact in itself; it can draw attention to the quarry entrance and to 

have a cumulative effect with other impacts.   

Noise is most likely to be a regular source of complaints when the quarry and especially 

the processing and loading areas, are located near to residential property.  In this, 

suburban setting, the time of day when noise occurs is quite significant.  Quarry 

operating hours are such that vehicle movements tend to commence early, especially 

where there are coating or batching plants; start times at these quarries can be when 

many people are not up and about. 

 Noise sources associated with quarries include: 

 blasting and rock excavation/vehicle loading activities; 

 mineral processing activities including crushing and screening; 

 mineral transport including conveyors and dump truck movements; 

 secondary mineral processing including asphalt and concrete batching/block 

manufacturing plants; 

 mineral loading from stockpiles/bins etc; 

 truck queuing, especially with engines running near the quarry entrance and 

particularly early in the morning on or near the public highway; 

 reversing bleepers on moving vehicles; 

 klaxons, sirens and bells; 

 air brakes and truck body work, especially if speed bumps are used; 

 vehicle movements on and off the site; 

 road noise including rough surfacing, metalwork and poor road maintenance. 

 

As with many other environmental impacts at quarry entrances the further the quarry 

and the processing plant is from the quarry entrance, the less likely is the occurrence of 

complaints due to noise from traffic and especially noise from vehicle entry and queuing 

– the most frequent cause of noise complaints associated with quarry entrances. 

Noise levels are often covered by planning conditions based on environmental 

monitoring.  Experience suggests that monitoring only during quarry working hours is 

not adequate if early morning queuing and parking noises arise before the quarry 

opens. 
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7.2 Solutions 

 

As with many of these impacts, forward planning involving the positioning of the 

entrance and the length of the access road is a key issue. 

7.2.1 Planning and design 

Noise is always best eliminated or screened at or near the source; the further away, the 

more complex, more extensive and more expensive the solution with decreasing levels 

of success.  Distance does however attenuate noise.  The site layout and configuration 

and the level/elevation of plant and working directions/orientations are fundamental 

noise constraints. 

7.2.2 Screening measures 

As indicated, noise sources should be located as far away from quarry entrances as 

possible.  Where this is not achievable, screening needs to be put in place; such 

screening may include:- 

 cladding on buildings; 

 installation of noise deflection barriers near noisy operations; 

 construction of screening banks or bunds; 

 installation of noise fences, sometimes in conjunction with screening banks; 

 the siting of noisy fixed plant below ground level or in formerly worked sections 

of the quarry. 

Landforms should be kept as natural as possible and designed in combination with the 

planting, fencing etc.  In addition, buildings, themselves, may be located so as to act as 

noise screens.  All major process/transportation mechanisms such as conveyors should, 

where possible, be covered and appropriately located.  It should be noted that planting 

of visual screens, although highly beneficial for impact and biodiversity, does not 

provide any appreciable noise screening.  Where no screening exists, noise impacts will 

be high, as in the location shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2:  Plant located close to quarry entrances with no screening is likely to give 

rise to increased noise levels 
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7.2.3 Dedicated truck queuing/parking 

The extent of truck parking outside the quarry depends to some degree on whether the 

quarry transport is largely provided in-house or by external contractors. The arrival of 

trucks early in the morning is one of the most intrusive activities for local communities.  

Unless regulated these trucks arrive outside a quarry entrance and queue/park, often 

with their engines running, on the public road. To avoid this, there are several 

solutions:-   

 a Traffic Management Plan, developed with the local highways department, 

should be introduced to prevent this activity in conjunction with; 

 provision of an area within the quarry entrance area, beyond the entry splay, 

and possibly even outside the quarry gates if arrangements cannot be provided 

for early morning parking within the gates (see Figure 7.3); 

 adequate general truck parking areas are also needed inside the quarry; this will 

be the case if in-house transport is provided. 

Truck parking arrangements should be sufficient not just for mineral vehicles, but for 

those bringing on materials on articulated trucks etc.  The closer the loading facilities are 

to the quarry entrance the more difficult it is to provide adequate truck parking and 

allow for truck queuing (see Figure 7.4). 

Figure 7.3: Parking provision for queuing vehicles inside the entrance 

splay with accommodation for the access of other in-bound vehicles. 
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Figure 7.4: A wide entrance splay, but with no accommodation for 

vehicle queuing or parking. 

 

7.2.4 Dedicated car parking 

As for trucks, adequate car parking needs to be made available to avoid parking at the 

entrance by employees or visitors.  Ideally such parking should be screened from view.  

Most quarries adopt a policy of reverse parking on safety grounds – sufficient spaces 

needs to be provided for turning and reversing.  

Figure 7.5: Separation of areas for car parking and vehicle 

parking near a quarry entrance.  
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7.2.5 Vehicle reversing arrangements 

Many accidents occur as a result of reversing into other vehicles or pedestrians.  Various 

measures are employed to avoid this, including rear view cameras that are mandatory 

on trucks in quarries and used by some road going vehicles, but reversing bleepers are 

still used although alternative, less intrusive “white noise" and strobe lights, are 

available. 

7.2.6 Access road/entrance maintenance 

The study found that, in general, maintenance at entrances was confined to the passes 

of a sweeper lorry.  Equally important with respect to noise is the character of the road 

surface at and within the entrance together with the repair of potholes, loose manhole 

covers and the presence, or otherwise, of speed ramps.  Road surfacing such as that 

shown in Figure 7.6 is inadequate for high levels of use and will automatically develop 

potholes.  Even with hard metalled surfaces, potholes can develop with heavy traffic and 

regular maintenance is essential (see Figure 7.7). 

 

Figure 7.6: Poorly metalled access splay on a gradient likely to give rise 

to potholes. 
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Figure 7.7: Pothole repairs in heavily used quarry entrances are 

important to reduce noise. 

 

7.2.7 Traffic Management Plans (TMPs) 

TMPs are appropriate to provide an agreement on the directions of travel, hours and 

limitations placed on all incoming and outgoing trucks.  They deal, in addition, with 

dirt/noise management (such as sheeting, wheel washing etc). 
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8. THE LAYOUT AND LOCATION OF QUARRY ENTRANCES 

8.1 The Issue 

 

The siting and layout of quarry entrances has a very significant role in governing the 

impact of the quarry in its setting.  Types of quarry entrances are highly variable ranging 

from 90 degree junctions to separate entrances and exits and including a variety of slip 

roads, roundabouts, underpasses and the like.  To a very considerable degree the detail 

of entrances depends on the character of the road on which the quarry lies.  Trunk 

roads with high levels of traffic moving at 60–70 mph will have very different entry 

junctions from those on small country roads. 

Basically, a quarry entrance is a road junction and the guidance published by Central 

Government – in England the Highways Agency – is central to the principles that should 

be adopted.  However many quarries have been in existence for decades and some of 

these well established entrances are no longer consistent with current standards and 

leave much to be desired.  In some places traffic levels have greatly increased on the 

roads which formerly had low traffic flows when the quarry was originally developed; 

similarly quarry outputs have changed.  Typical of some of these problems are the 

following:- 

 over steep quarry access roads on to junctions; 

 restricted width quarry access roads requiring vehicles to queue on entry or 

exit; 

 the location of the entrance on bends and brows of public roads where 

vehicle speeds may give insufficient time for turning or exiting vehicles; 

 inadequate visibility splays giving problems for turning and exiting vehicles, 

including acute angle junctions; 

 inappropriate or inadequate routing arrangements via splays, feeder lanes, 

islands or ghost islands; 

 dust, noise, emissions and litter from queuing, turning or slow moving 

traffic. 

The delays and accidents that occur at junctions associated with quarry entrances also 

provide a poor image of the industry.  So too does the damage to kerbs and verges 

caused by inadequacies in the detailed design.  

 This chapter therefore outlines some of the basic layouts of quarry entrances and 

guidance in respect of advice on design.   

The chapter also includes a brief review of related internal layout arrangements for 

traffic movement inside the quarry.  This is of importance with respect to the entrance 

where the access road is of limited length, but where inbound and outbound, clean 

and dirty traffic may, with insufficient planning, lead to excessive mud on the road and 

spread of dust. 
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Figure 8.1:  Inadequate splay of carriageway at a quarry junction leading 

to damage to the kerb and verge of a trunk road. 

 

 

8.2 Solutions 

 

All matters relating to the use of the public highway begin with good planning and 

design.  Traffic Assessments undertaken at the planning stage should identify key 

matters such as sightlines, the need for turning lanes etc.   

Traffic Management Plans should provide the basis for the operation of all 

transportation and vehicular movements associated with a quarry.  In the vast majority 

of cases decisions on the layout of junctions at quarry entrances will be as a result of 

professionals acting for the quarry operator in discussions with professionals working for 

the relevant highways department.  In most cases the professionals will be members of 

the Institute of Highway Engineers. 

8.2.1 Design Manuals 

 Basic design manuals are available for roads and bridges from the Highways Agency.  

The ones of key interest cover road junctions and vehicular access to all purpose trunk 

roads.  Clearly it is inappropriate to design all quarry entrances to the same standard, 

especially when minor roads are involved, but in some cases quarries have obligations to 

ensure that minor road junctions on to major roads are appropriately catered for with 

respect to the quarry traffic. 

 Geometric standards for junctions are given in the Highways Agency’s Design Manual 

for Roads and Bridges, Volume 6 Section 2.  Of particular relevance are Chapters 7 and 

8 which deal with Geometric Design Features and the Assembly of Design Elements in 

complex road junctions.  Items covered include envelopes of visibility and also the 

gradients of access roads which should not exceed 10% (10 vertical in 100 horizontal) 
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and the immediate area adjacent to the junction (known as the dwell area) should not 

exceed a gradient of 2% over a distance of 15m immediately next to the public road. 

 Different standards apply to:- 

 T junctions in suburban and rural situations; 

 uni-directional layouts (e.g. left in/left out); 

 rural accesses for long vehicles; 

 nearside and merging tapers. 

Part 2 of Volume 6 covers the design of junctions at roundabouts.  

The design of road junctions is a matter for specialist highway engineers and the 

following section illustrates the range of junctions that cover many settings at quarry 

entrances.  It will be appreciated that geometric issues have a key role in quarry design 

and cover not just maximum road vehicle sizes, but also relate to vehicle speeds, 

gradients, bends, curves, visibility splays and traffic priorities.   

There is no one design suitable for an individual quarry that can be abstracted directly 

from the drawings shown below.  Each quarry entrance has its own individual 

characteristics and likewise public roads and surroundings vary greatly.  However the 

following layouts a number of settings that may be appropriate for different levels of 

quarry production and traffic on the public road.  It is strongly recommended that those 

involved in assessing or planning a specific entrance should visit and check on entrances 

that are appropriate to similar settings and are used at other quarries.  At the same 

time it is prudent to assess likely changes in the level of mineral production and 

anticipated changes in traffic flows on the public road before decisions are made as to 

specific design details. 

8.2.2 Illustrations of Junctions 

The following illustrations are taken from the Design Manual and show some of the 

range of junctions used for quarry entrances.  The dimensions are specified in the 

Manual, but not listed in this report.  Figure 8.2 deals with a typical T junction; such a T 

junction is shown in Figure 6.8.  Figure 6.9 shows another T junction on the same road, 

but into a different quarry where a ghost island has been used to assist with turning 

vehicles in a higher speed section of the road.   

The issues surrounding the curvature of the kerb at a T junction are covered in Figure 

8.3; clearly the situation at a quarry entrance shown in Figure 8.1 resulted from the use 

of inappropriate corner radii and taper ratios at the end of the curves.   

Visibility issues relating to junctions on to a curved major road are shown in Figure 8.4.  

A setting relating to curves and adverse gradients on both the public road and the 

quarry entrance and access road are well displayed in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.8.  At this 

quarry there was a right hand curve with a gradient and a gradient up to the junction 

from the quarry.  In such a situation a single junction such as that shown in Figure 8.4 

would not have been feasible for high levels of quarry traffic. 
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Figure 8.2: Criteria used in the sizing of visibility splays (Design 

Manual) 

 

Figure 8.3: Shows the design elements for a compound curve to 

accommodate large goods vehicles and should have been applied 

to the situation shown in Figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.4: Shows the design elements governing visibility standards with curved 

major roads. 

When considering the width of carriageways of public roads may need to be widened at 

junctions for right turning vehicles where trucks may cross the path of vehicles coming 

from the opposite direction.  This becomes a key factor in the decision of the provision 

of islands or ghost islands.  A simple ghost island is shown in Figure 8.5. 

 

Figure 8.5: A simple ghost island where the carriageway may have been widened to 

accommodate right turning vehicles. 

 

 

Figure 8.6: A physical island to accommodate right turning vehicles with a single lane 

dualling of the public road. 
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Figure 8.7: A physical island to accommodate right turning vehicles within a dual 

carriageway system. 

 

Single and double lane public roads with islands facilitating right turning traffic are 

shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7.  Various rules apply regarding the width of through and 

turning lanes and the taper or queuing lengths.  The width of the physical island 

depends to some degree on the length of vehicles using the island and whether or not 

vehicles are permitted to turn right out of the quarry.  Rules also cover the width to 

length ratios of tapering up to ghost and physical islands (see Figures 8.8A and B)  

           

Figures 8.8A and 8.8B:  The lent hand side shows tapering for ghost islands which 

generally has a width to length ration of 1:20 to 1:30 whereas that for dual carriageways 

on the right hand side ranges between 1:40 to 1:55.  The higher ratios relate to higher 

road speeds 

 

8.2.3 Islands within the Quarry Entrance 

 Cutting, merging and diverging movements of vehicles are commonly separated by 

physical or painted guide islands set out with road markings so that the number of traffic 

conflicts is reduced.  Painted guide islands are often emphasised by the use of coloured 

surfacing and textures.  With more traffic islands there is more scope for confusion on 

the part of newly visiting traffic.   

Depending on the volume of traffic entering and leaving the quarry, and the balance of 

traffic in either direction, there is a wide selection of island arrangements that may be 

appropriate.  These range from a single island to two islands, and very occasionally three 

islands.  The latter is only appropriate for complex, high level, traffic flows from a public 

road where both inbound and outbound vehicles turn left and right.  Many quarries have 
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single islands at their entrance, but few have three; the one exception of the quarries 

visited is that shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

Traffic islands are useful, not just to regulate the flow of traffic, particularly that of 

longer vehicles, but also to give warnings of merging or crossing traffic, to provide 

shelter for turning vehicles and to assist pedestrians.  

Design rules cover the specification of islands within quarry entrances as shown in 

Figures 8.9 to 8.18.  In each of these designs attention has to be given to gradients and 

curvature of the public road as well as the access to the quarry.  Figure 8.9 is a general 

design approach combining a ghost and physical island and Figure 8.10 incorporates a 

more complex arrangement incorporating islands within the entrance and in the main 

public road.  This figure demonstrates a means of regulating priority by changing the 

shape of the central reservation 

Figure 8.9: Basic ghost and physical islands at a simple quarry T junction. 

Figure 8.10: Central reserve and quarry entrance physical islands. 
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Slip roads, or diverging/merging tapers, are also used for both entry and exit traffic 

segregation.  Commonly they incorporate give way arrangements for right turning traffic 

for diverging slipways.  Used together i.e. on both sides of the junction, left hand turning 

traffic can be well separated from right hand turning traffic, especially where ghost or 

physical islands are used in the road.  Illustrations are given of typical layouts in Figures 

8.11 to 8.13.  Each layout is using an entrance island(s). 

 

Figure 8.11: Deceleration lane/diverging taper with a junction control. 

 

 

Figure 8.12: As in Figure 8.12, but with a nearside auxiliary lane and junction control. 

 

 

Figure 8.13: A nearside merging taper with traffic islands for exiting right. 

 

It is commonly more difficult to accommodate junctions when they meet at an angle with 

the public road.  Figures 8.14A and B show how this is arranged.  The complex entry 

shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 is akin to Figure 8.14B, but with an additional island 

allowing for right turning exiting vehicles formed by splitting the elongated island and 
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imposing stop signs to permit priority entry into the site by right turning traffic.  The site 

illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 has no ghost islands on the public road. 

Figure 8.14A:  

 

Figure 8.14B: Skewed quarry entrances on to major road 

 

Where right turning traffic is not permitted the option exists for separating entry and exit 

roads with a physical island with and without merging tapers; this is shown in Figures 

8.15 and 8.16.   
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Figure 8.15:  Split entry at bell mouth with tapers for 

entry and exit suitable for high levels of left turning only 

quarry traffic 

 

Figure 8.16: Split entry at bell-mouth for low levels of quarry traffic 

 

There may still be the need for right hand entries into the quarry if the left hand only 

entry is unsuitable.  The use of roundabouts on both sides of the entrance can assist 

where left hand entry only is permitted.  Alternatively an over or underpass arrangement 

to cross the road can operate successfully as shown in Figure 8.17.  This form of entry 

separation is particularly suited where very high levels of traffic are encountered as for 

example in the setting shown in Figures 8.18 to 8.20. 
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Figure 8.17: Quarry entrance layout removing the need for right hand 

turning traffic on a major road.  In practice either an underpass or bridge 

may be used and does not have to be located between the two 

entrances/exits as is shown in Figure 8.18.  It is also possible to use 

merging tapers instead of more abrupt give way access points on to the 

trunk road. 

Figure 8.18: A quarry entrance from a major trunk road where left hand 

and right hand entrances and exits have been separated to avoid 

crossing traffic flows.  In this example the road in the foreground leads 

parallel to the trunk road and passes under that road as may be seen in 

the rising section of the road in the top right hand corner.  There is a left 

hand only entry and exit, obscured behind the large white van, shown in 

more detail in Figure 8.19  
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Figure 8.19: This shows the left hand only exit from the quarry with 

the rising section of the trunk road above the underpass to the quarry.  

The left hand only entry is obscured by the small white van.  The 

junction shown in Figure 8.18 is just visible in the lower right hand 

corner.  

Figure 8.20: This shows the layout of the left hand entry and exit only junctions on 

both sides of the trunk road with the underpass in the lower left hand corner 
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8.2.4 Other Issues 

Although the above designs or modifications of them can accommodate most 

situations, there are a number of additional issues that may arise, particularly in 

suburban areas at a consequence of adjacent land uses.  Clearly unless the quarry 

owners/operators control land on both sides of a public road, or have sufficient space 

between the public road and the quarry, difficulties might arise with respect to 

improvements such as road widening to accommodate ghost or physical islands. 

In suburban areas land uses such as the requirement for other parking or stopping of 

vehicles can obscure entry or exit arrangements.  One example is shown in Figure 8.21 

where a bus stop is located close to a quarry entrance to accommodate housing on the 

opposite side of the road.  Another is apparent in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 where a level 

crossing for a rail line into a major quarry crosses the public road.  In such settings it is 

important that traffic exiting the quarry gives way while delays exist. 

Figure 8.21: A bus stop near a quarry entrance is a potential hazard 

 

8.2.5 Internal Traffic Arrangements 

As emphasised previously, limited distance between the junction of a quarry access road 

and a public road, may severely limit the options for controlling impacts affecting the 

appearance and functionality of the quarry and vehicle entry and exit.  Important issues 

that are difficult to control in such circumstances are mud on the road and dust, vehicle 

queuing and noise.  Whilst each of these problems can be controlled to some degree, 

with limited space solutions may be less than ideal.  In this circumstance the internal 

layout of the site can be of particular importance.  Items that become important are as 

follows:- 

 separation of “clean” and “dirty” vehicles; 

 ensuring that “clean” vehicles have only restricted lengths of travel on dirty 

roads; 
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 adequate provision of internal parking arrangements for cars, road going 

trucks and site only vehicles; 

 care in the location of wheel/vehicle wash facilities and weighbridges. 

In general the further the wheel wash facilities are from the entrance the better, but the 

more difficult it becomes to avoid “clean” vehicles running on sections of road that may 

be dirty.  The choice of the relative positions of the weighbridge and wheel wash is a 

key issue.  Vehicles entering a site commonly need to be weighed; coming from the 

public highway they should be clean.  Hence vehicles leaving the site should pass 

through wheel/vehicle washing facilities before going on to the weighbridge.  If the 

washing facilities are too close to the weighbridge and the vehicle has been loaded in a 

dirty section of the quarry there is a risk of mud being deposited on the weighbridge 

and sections of the road that are in common use by entering and exiting vehicles.  If at 

all possible, vehicles should be loaded from clean stockpile areas rather than within the 

general quarry – this has significant safety issues as well since traffic in quarries should 

generally be only for vehicles with drivers competent to work in quarries. 
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9. SECURITY, SAFETY AND FENCING 

9.1 The Issue 

 

 Quarries are dangerous places.  A significant proportion of the 250 – 300 drowning 

accidents associated with water bodies occur in quarries each year.  Health and Safety 

is of prime importance and legislation places the burden of responsibility for security 

and adequacy of fencing severely on the quarry operator.  A general obligation was 

placed on quarry owners in the Public Health Act of 1936.  The obligation to maintain 

barriers “suitable for the purpose of discouraging trespass …….. around the boundary 

of a quarry” is included in Regulation 16 of the Quarries Regulations 1999.  There 

have been successful prosecutions by the HSE of quarry operators who have failed to 

prevent accident or injury to trespassers.   Quarry entrances are a point of interface 

between the public and the quarry operations, but need to be organised to prevent 

trespass. 

Security fencing and other measures may be visually intrusive; Gulag type barriers with 

barbed wire and palisade fencing are not the only options available.  Such fencing may 

be appropriate for difficult and remote locations and result from the statutory 

requirement for fencing Risk Assessments expected by the HSE.  However used at a 

quarry entrance they can be visually intrusive and unappealing presenting a less than 

attractive side of the industry to the public.  Figure 7.4 shows such a quarry entrance.  

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 respectively show intrusive security fencing and gate in a rural 

area.  Figure 7.2 shows similarly intrusive security lighting and security camera.  

Figure 9.1: Dominant security fencing 
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Figure 9.2: An intrusive security gate detracting from attractive walling 

 

9.2  Solutions 

 

In rural areas, unless there is a history of attempted trespass there is little need for 

intrusive security fencing or gates.  HSE Guidance indicates that the type of fencing 

used depends on the risks and in rural areas where the risk of public access is low 

hedges, trenches and mounds may be sufficient.  Elsewhere sophisticated metal paling 

fences may be required, similar to those used on railways.  Generally however 

entrance gates, where they are near the public road and in the country, can be quite 

in-obtrusive, as shown in Figures 9.3 and 9.4. 

Figure 9.3: Farm type gates used at a quarry entrance.  Note the screening beyond 
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Figure 9.4: Estate type gates at the entrance to a sand and gravel quarry 

 

 It is still possible to maintain appropriate security levels either by screening the security 

fencing by vegetation or bunding or by erecting high walls in natural stone appropriate 

to the area. 

 Figure 9.5 shows a beech hedge used to screen a paling fence and Figure 9.6 shows 

mounding and shrubs/trees obscuring the security boundary. 

 

Figures 9.5 and 9.6: Methods of disguising security boundaries/fences 

 

 Even where security gates are required these can be more elegantly constructed and still 

be quite robust as shown in Figure 9.7. 
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Figure 9.7: Security gates manufactured by local craftsmen 

 

9.2.1  Walls as Security Fencing 

 In many parts of England, especially associated with hard rock aggregate production, 

vernacular styles include stone walling.  Appropriately constructed and at least 1.75m in 

height this can provide a reasonably secure boundary and may enhance the appearance 

of fencing near the quarry entrance.  Examples below include the quarry in Figure 9.8 

where armourstone produced by the quarry is incorporated as part of the hedge bank 

structure thereby advertising the quarry product.  More normal stone walling can also 

provide a secure boundary and be further enhanced by a tree screen behind as shown in 

Figure 9.9.  In Figure 9.8 the 2m high hedge bank has thorn bushes planted 

immediately behind within the quarry. 

 

Figure 9.8: 2m high hedge bank at quarry entrance acting to deter trespass. 
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Figure 9.9:  A 2m high conventional dry stone wall with toppers that 

provides security and, with the trees behind, screening 

 

 Security measures should be chosen and located to minimise visual impact in the 

entrance area.  Well sited CCTV cameras can provide excellent movement 

monitoring/detection of intruders and can be incorporated on existing offices, containers 

and fixed plant as shown in Figure 9.10.   

Figure 9.10: A CCTV camera with an infra red movement 

detection system that operates over several hundred 

metres and need not be located at the quarry entrance. 
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10. PLANTING AND LANDSCAPE 

10.1 The Issue 

 

 Vegetation at a quarry entrance plays an important role.  At the time of construction, 

existing vegetation may have to be removed to provide the routes and sightlines;  this 

may open up views into the quarry and increase visual and other impacts.  Planting 

represents an opportunity to integrate the entrance into the landscape.  Appropriate 

planting can also greatly enhance the biodiversity of the quarry entrance. 

 Quarries in hard rock work stone, this stone is often very attractive and when used 

appropriately can be an attractive feature, a part of the landscape design measures to 

separate or segregate traffic and can even be a shop front for the products of the 

quarry. 

 Inappropriate materials and their use and positioning at quarry entrances can intrude 

and in such situations can be a missed opportunity.  The objective should always be to 

integrate the entrance into the local natural and man-made landscape context; this 

includes both hard and soft elements. 

 

  Figure  10.1:  Ugly use of the local material 
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10.2 Solutions 

 

Planting schemes should not be an ad hoc accumulation of disparate ideas and inputs.  

They should be planned, designed, installed and maintained.  They should respect the 

local context and incorporate local native species.  Wherever possible, existing 

vegetation should be retained.  New planting should incorporate vegetation at low, 

medium and high levels to aid screening;  it should incorporate a mixture of evergreen 

and deciduous (where appropriate) to ensure screening throughout the year.  Twee or 

gardenesque planting should be avoided as this tends to emphasise the contrast 

between an often rural setting and the industrial activity and is inappropriate.  Control 

of dust deposition on vegetation (described elsewhere) is paramount.  Vegetation 

(including grass) when covered in dust highlights the quarry activity and is one of the 

principal complaints received by MPAs. 

Figures 10.2 & 10.3:  Good use of planting to screen entrances and activity 
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11. BIODIVERSITY 

11.1 The Issue 

 

As seen from the previous section;  construction and operation of a quarry entrance 

may result in the loss of vegetation and associated habitats and wildlife.  The quarry 

entrance may sever ecological corridors provided by hedgerows and roadside verges.  If 

unplanned, the general quarry entrance area may occupy a sizeable but wasted series of 

spaces with regard to ecological enhancement. 

 

11.2 Solutions 

 

The quarry entrance area should be included in the overall quarry plan and design at the 

outset;  it can provide a contribution to the overall ecological enhancement and 

mitigation scheme.  Such schemes will aim to fulfil biodiversity action plan objectives.  In 

particular, the planting scheme at the entrance should attempt to reinforce any 

movement corridors.  Given that there is often limited pedestrian activity confined to 

footpaths and pavements, opportunity exists to include small valuable habitats such as 

ponds and wet areas.  There needs to be a surface water management scheme and this 

water can, in many circumstances, be integrated into water features of ecological value.  

Stone walls also provide a varied habitat for reptiles and insects.  All habitats need to be 

part of an on-going management plan to maintain their effectiveness and to manage 

the succession as trees and other elements grow. 

Figure 11.1:  The incorporation of a pond into the entrance area 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Quarry entrances represent the main point of interaction between the general public and the 
activity of quarrying;  the ‘quality’ of the entrance has a significant influence on the relationship 
between the public and the quarry operation.  This research has established that not only do 
aggregate quarry entrances in England vary widely in design, scale and context but that they 
vary in ‘quality’ from very bad to very good. 

The infinite variations in the context of quarry entrances mean that there can be no prescriptive 
template which can be followed.  However, this study has identified a raft of techniques and 
solutions which, if applied bearing the local context in mind, will lead to acceptable solutions. 

Whether small or large, rural or urban, good quarry entrance design and operation begins at 
the planning stage; entrances should not be designed in isolation and on an ad hoc basis.  The 
entrance is one end of a long sequence which begins at the quarry face; decisions made on the 
quarry and plant area layout will, therefore, impinge on the entrance configuration.  In 
particular, the location of the offices, weighbridges, stockpiles etc will determine the distance 
between these activities/structures and the public highway.  If they are located unnecessarily 
close to the public highway, a series of impacts may be inevitable even with mitigation 
measures. 

Traffic management both on site and on the public highway can substantially reduce impacts.  
Traffic Assessments at the planning stage should lead to a Traffic Management Plan which deals 
with local traffic issues.  Detailed design of ghost islands, separate entrance and exit points, left 
in/left out schemes, feeder lanes, traffic controls and speed cameras will have a critical influence 
on the safe, efficient and socially/environmentally acceptable operation of the entrance.   Where 
appropriate, standard highway designs should be employed. 

Also at the planning stage, the separate functions at or near the entrance need to be identified 
and their necessary spatial requirements and interactions scheduled.  In this way, unnecessary 
impacts may be avoided.  For example, with adequate car and lorry parking areas there will not 
be pressure for parking on the public highway or along the entrance road.  Similarly, where 
they may still be impacts, these can be minimised by the physical arrangement of the landform, 
buildings, structures and vegetation.  In addition, acceptable mitigation measures may be 
included so that they are not intrusive in their own right. 

Visual impacts at a quarry entrance may be reduced by such good planning, but also by the 
quality of the design of the landform, buildings, structures and vegetation.  Design should be 
appropriate to the local context and cover a wide range of matters from architectural style, 
materials, colour, silhouette etc.  As an example, simple interlocking bunds of gentle slopes and 
appropriate local native species of vegetation may remove all views into the plant site and 
quarry.  Curved and sinuous access roads may achieve the same effect. The study also looked at 
the cumulative impacts at a quarry entrance to ensure that, where individual impacts may 
appear acceptable, they were not intrusive when combined. 

This study has highlighted how several other issues contribute to the visual intrusion from 
quarry entrances.  Dirty roads are the biggest single area of concern to the public as revealed by 
the survey of MPAs.  Mud on the public highway and dust on the vegetation are central to 
these impacts.  Both mud and dust can be reduced to manageable proportions by a series of 
measures which include early planning, vehicle segregation, long access roads, wheel washers 
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and rumble strips located at distance from the entrance, vehicle sheeting, road sweepers, mist 
sprayers, binding agents and speed limits. 

Harder to define, but at the heart of visual intrusion, ‘clutter’ can be avoided.  Having the ‘right’ 
use in the ‘right’ place with the ‘right’ amount of space reduces clutter considerably.  
Separation and screening reduces any cumulative impact.  Simplicity of approach can prevent 
the gradual creation of a cluttered vista.  Good management and tidiness ensures that clutter 
does not become an issue over time.  Litter at the entrance is a related matter which is easily 
removed by good and regular management. 

Signage at a quarry entrance can contribute to the visual impacts.  It should be positive, simple 
and clear.  It should be reviewed regularly to ensure that the ad hoc addition of new signs, 
colours, materials does not become visually unattractive.  Maintenance is again a key factor. 

Just as poor and extensive signage can draw the eye to the entrance and the quarry, so may 
lighting of varying types.  Illumination of or on plant, buildings and structures, floodlighting, 
street lighting, sign illumination and vehicle headlights may all individually or in combination 
visually intrude.  Various solutions have been identified in this study including downlighting, 
hooding, timers and physical screening. 

Physical screening is also one of the techniques suggested to reduce noise at quarry entrances.  
The provision of adequate, well located lorry queuing and parking is paramount as early 
morning queuing on the public highway or outside stakeholders’ properties is particularly 
intrusive.  Specific measures such as reversing cameras rather than bleepers contribute to the 
overall noise environment. 

This study also highlighted the desirability of integrating security and health and safety 
measures such that they are not intrusive, but still function efficiently. 

Among other issues considered, the use of native planting, maintenance of ecological corridors, 
the incorporation of water areas and the fulfilment of biodiversity objectives were examined.  
The use of the local stone and walling techniques were also discussed. 

While the operational use of the quarry entrance drives its planning, design and management, 
the decommissioning and/or afteruse of the entrance also needs consideration at the earliest 
stage.  Incorporating items may allow flexibility of afteruse without the need to damage or 
rebuild a maturing landscape. 

The overall impression of this study was that current quarry entrances are exceptionally diverse 
in their appearance and function.  Some are excellent, the majority are reasonable, but most 
appear to have given insufficient attention to appearance and function.  Many operators have 
failed to realise the impact that their entrances have on the public and how straightforward 
measures could improve the visual impact and the company image as well as improving the 
environment.  Some entrances are appalling and regrettably act as a very poor advertisement 
for the industry at large.  Hopefully this handbook will help planners and operators seek better 
solutions. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUARRIES VISITED AS PART OF THE RESEARCH 

 

 Name of Quarry Hard Rock 

(HR) or Sand 

& Gravel 

(S&G) 

Operator Location (County) 

1 Backdale HR Bleaklow Mining Peak District National 

Park 

2 Bardon Hill HR Aggregate Industries Leicestershire 

3 Batts Combe HR Hanson Aggregates Somerset 

4 Breedon HR Ennstone Johnston Leicestershire 

5 Callow HR Aggregate Industries Somerset 

6 Cliff Hill HR Tarmac/Midland Quarry Products Leicestershire 

7 Cloud Hill HR Ennstone Johnston Leicestershire 

8 Colemans HR Aggregate Industries Somerset 

9 Cotswold Hill HR Smiths of Gloucester Gloucestershire 

10 Croft HR Aggregate Industries Leicestershire 

11 Crossroads HR Hanson Aggregates Oxfordshire 

12 Daglingworth HR Hanson Aggregates Gloucestershire 

13 Darlton HR Tarmac Peak District National 

Park 

14 Dowlow HR Lafarge Aggregates Derbyshire 

15 Goddards/Daleside HR Cemex Peak District National 

Park 

16 Great Tew Brown 

Ironstone Quarry 

HR Johnston Quarry Group Oxfordshire 

17 Guiting Power HR Hanson Aggregates Gloucestershire 

18 Halecomb HR Tarmac Somerset 

19 Hindlow HR Tarmac/Buxton Lime Industries Derbyshire 

20 Huntsmans/Naunton HR Huntsmans Gloucestershire 

21 Longstone Edge HR Glebe Mining Peak District National 

Park 

22 Moon’s Hill HR John Wainright & Co Ltd. Somerset 

23 Mountsorrel HR Lafarge Aggregates Leicestershire 

24 Oathill HR Johnston Quarry Group Gloucestershire 
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 Name of Quarry Hard Rock 

(HR) or Sand 

& Gravel 

(S&G) 

Operator Location (County) 

25 Penlee HR MDL Developments Cornwall 

26 Perton HR Ataghan/Foley Herefordshire 

27 Shepshed/Charnwood HR Hanson Aggregates/Midland 

Quarry Products 

Leicestershire 

28 Stancombe HR Tarmac Bristol/Somerset 

29 Torr HR Aggregate Industries Somerset 

30 Tunstead HR Tarmac/Buxton Lime Industries Derbyshire 

31 Whatley HR Hanson Aggregates Somerset 

32 Whitwell HR Larfarge Aggregates Derbyshire 

33 Bittering S&G Tarmac Norfolk 

34 Bowling Green Farm S&G Hills Oxfordshire 

35 Brightlingsea S&G Brett Aggregates Essex 

36 Brooksby S&G Lafarge Aggregates Leicestershire 

37 Bulls Lodge S&G Hanson Aggregates Essex 

38 Burford HR Smiths of Bletchington Oxfordshire 

39 Cassington S&G Hanson Aggregates Oxfordshire 

40 Charing S&G Brett Aggregates Kent 

41 Chieveley S&G Grundon Wiltshire? 

42 Cleveland Farm S&G Aggregate Industries Gloucestershire 

43 Conningbrook S&G Brett Aggregates Kent 

44 Eysey Manor S&G Tarmac Gloucestershire 

45 Hatford S&G (& 

crushed rock) 

Earthline Oxfordshire 

46 Hithermoor S&G Brett Aggregates Surrey 

47 Husbands Bosworth S&G Lafarge Aggregates Leicestershire 

48 Kingsley S&G Tarmac Hampshire 

49 Lenham S&G Brett Aggregates Kent 

50 Lockington S&G Lafarge Aggregates Leicestershire 

51 Panshanger S&G Lafarge Aggregates Hertfordshire 

52 Roundhouse Farm S&G Cullimores Gloucestershire/ 

Wiltshire border 
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 Name of Quarry Hard Rock 

(HR) or Sand 

& Gravel 

(S&G) 

Operator Location (County) 

53 Sandy Heath S&G Lafarge Aggregates Bedfordshire 

54 Shawell S&G Lafarge Aggregates Leicestershire 

55 Shellingford S&G (& 

crushed rock) 

Earthline Oxfordshire 

56 Shrublands S&G Brett Aggregates Suffolk 

57 Springfield Farm S&G Springfield Farm Ltd. Buckinghamshire 

58 The Deanery S&G Brett Aggregates Kent 

59 Willington S&G Lafarge Aggregates Bedfordshire 

 

NON-AGGREGATE SITES VISITED AS PART OF THE RESEARCH 

 Name of site Nature of Site Location (County) 

1 Center Parcs 

 

Rural holiday park Longleat Forest, 

Wiltshire 

2 Coate Water Country 

Park 
Country Park Swindon, Wiltshire 

3 Cotswold Country Park 

and Beach 

Country Park Cotswold Water Park, 

Gloucestershire 

4 Gloucester Business 

Park 

Business Park Gloucester 

5 Long Ashton Park and 

Ride 

Park and ride facility serving 

Bristol  

Long Ashton, Bristol, 

Avon 

6 Longleat House Visitor attraction Longleat, Wiltshire 

7 Lydiard Country Park Country Park Lydiard, Wiltshire 

8 Marlborough Golf Club Golf club Marlborough, Wiltshire 

9 Nationwide 

Headquarters 

Corporate business headquarters  Swindon, Wiltshire 

10 West Wiltshire 

Crematorium 

Crematorium Trowbridge, Wiltshire 
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APPENDIX C 

ANALYSIS OF QUARRIES VISITED 
 
 
Visits to Quarry Entrances 
 
The study included visits to 41 quarry entrances in 12 mineral planning areas across 
England.  A number of other industrial/commercial sites were investigated where 
entrance features were pertinent to the study; these findings are not included in this 
section of the report.   
 
As indicated in the Introduction, the quarry entrance is very often the public image of 
quarrying.  It is the interface between the quarry and the community and hence may 
be regarded as indicative of what goes on inside the quarry and the attention that the 
quarry operator pays to his image and impact on the local community.  Some of the 
quarries that have been visited were shining examples of what the industry could, 
and should do, to limit the impact of quarrying on the community and to show the 
care that is taken in the management of their operations.  Other quarries visited were 
an utter disgrace to the industry; at times these entrances did not reflect well on the 
adequacy of the Mineral Planning Authority’s planning conditions or its enforcement 
of compliance with those conditions.  Many opportunities to enhance the 
environment, to improve the image of the industry and even to advertise the products 
of a particular quarry were lost.   
 
The listing below covers what are regarded as many of the key factors influencing the 
nature of a quarry entrance and relate to a large number of visits to a range of 
quarries including the production of sand and gravel and crushed rock aggregates, 
from limestone to igneous rocks.  Some of the quarries were small and some large 
and the nature of range of junctions varied widely.  The tabulation gives a form of 
arithmetic ranking for each of 18 attributes in a semi-quantative manner as noted at 
the base of the tabulation.  It is possible to apply an overall ranking to the 
appearance and functionality of the quarry entrance by summing the numerical value 
to each attribute from Column 7 to Column 18 for each of the quarry entrances 
visited 
 
On this basis it is apparent that some quarry entrances are of a significantly lower 
standard than others.  On the basis of aggregated scores it is possible to ascribe a 
provisional quantitative assessment of a quarry entrance as below:- 
 

Score 20 or less Very poor quality entrance with little attention to landscape, 
safe access or amenity.  Significant improvements required. 

Score 21 – 30 Modest quality entrance, but with significant scope for 
improvements/maintenance etc. 

Score 31 – 40 Moderate quality entrance, but some items requiring 
attention. 

Score 41 plus Generally well designed and maintained entrance. 

 
More than one fifth of the sites visited had very poor quality entrances.  Fortunately a 
similar number were well designed and maintained.  The majority of sites had modest 
quality entrances requiring some or significant attention to landscaping, planting, 
cleaning and maintenance and to road safety/signage.  More than a quarter of the 
sites had significant dust issues on the roads and on vegetation.  Clearly there is 
some scope for MPAs to attend to planning conditions that apply to quarry entrances 
and to ensure that compliance inspections lead to appropriate enforcement. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
 

Quarry 
No 

 

 
 
Active/ 
Inactive 

 
 
Weather 
Conditions 

 
 
Quarry 
Size 

 
 
Setting 

 
 
Highway  
Class  

 
 
Ghost 
Island/ 
Roundabout 
 

  
 
Separate 
Entrance/  
Exit/ 
Entrance 
Divider 

 
 
Slip 
Roads 

 
 
Signage/ 
Traffic  
Calming 

1 Active Dry Large Rural ‘A’ road GI No/E None Simple/C 

2 Active Dry Large Rural ‘A’ road None No None Simple/C 

3 Active Dry Large Suburban ‘A’ road None Yes S1 on exit Simple/C 

4 Inactive Dry Large Suburban ‘A’ road GI No None Simple/NC 

5 Inactive Dry Medium Urban ‘C’ road None No None Insufficient/NC 

6 Active Dry Med/Large Rural ‘C’ road None No None Insufficient/NC 

7 Active Dry Large Rural ‘A’ road None No/E None Simple/NC 

8 Inactive Dry Large Suburban ‘A’ road None No None Simple/NC 

9 Active Dry Large Rural ‘C’ road None No/E None Simple/NC 

10 Inactive Dry Small Rural ‘B’ road None No None Insufficient/NC 

11 Inactive Dry Small/Med Rural ‘A’ road None No None Simple/NC 

12 Active Dry Small Rural End of road None No None Insufficient/NC 

13 Inactive Dry Small/Med Rural ‘A’ road None No None Complex/NC 

14 Active Dry Large Rural ‘B & C’ roads  None Yes None Complex/C 

15 Active Dry Large Sub./Ind End of road None No None Complex/NC 

16 Active Dry Small Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

17 Active Dry Small/Med Rural ‘C’ road None No None Complex/NC 

18 Active Wet Small Rural ‘A’ road None No None Simple/NC 

19 Active Dry Small Rural ‘C’ road None No None Simple/NC 

20 Active  Dry Small/Med Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

21 Inactive Dry Medium Rural/Sub ‘C’ road None No None Simple/NC 

22 Active Dry Small/Med Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

23 Active Dry Small Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

24 Active Dry Medium Rural ‘A’ road None No None Simple/NC 

25 Active Dry Small Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

26 Inactive Dry Small Rural ‘A’ roads None Yes None Insufficient/NC 

27 Inactive Dry Small Rural ‘A’ road R No/E None Simple/NC 

28 Active Wet Small Rural ‘C’ road None No None Simple/NC 

29 Inactive Wet Large Rural ‘C’ road None No None Simple/C 

30 Active Dry Small Rural ‘C’ road None No None Simple/NC 

31 Active Dry Medium Rural ‘A’ road None Yes 2/E S2 Simple/NC 

32 Active  Small Rural  None Yes No Simple/NC 

33 Active  Medium Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

34 Active  Small/Med Rural ‘B’ road GI No None Simple/NC 

35 Active  Large Rural ‘C’ road None No None Simple/NC 

36 Active  Small Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

37 Active  Medium Rural ‘B’ road GI No None Complex/NC 

38 Active  Small/Med Rural ‘B’ road None No None Simple/NC 

39 Active  Small Rural ‘A’ road None No None Simple/NC 

40 Active  Large Rural ‘A’ road GI No/E None Complex/NC 

41 Active  Large Rural ‘B’ road None Yes 2/E S2 Simple/NC 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 Active 
Inactive 

 Dry 
 Wet 

Small 
Medium 
Large 

Industrial 
Urban 
Suburban 
Rural 

A Road 
B Road 
C Road 
E- end of 
Road 

GI Ghost 
Island (4) 
R 
Roundabout 
(4) 
 

Yes  (6) 
No  (0) 
E Entrance 
Divider (4) 

S1- 1Slip 
Road (2) 
S2-2 Slip 
Roads (4) 
None (0) 

Insufficient (0) 
Simple  (6) 
Complex  (2) 
  
C-Calming (2) 
NC-No calming 
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 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
 
 

Quarry 
No 

 

 
 
Distance 
Plant/Site to 
Main Highway 
 

 
 
Junction 
Visibility 
Problems 
 
 

 
 
Screening 
of Quarry/ 
Plant 
 

 
 
Landscape 
Features/ 
Enhancements 

 
 
Dust on 
Vegetation/ 
Metalled 
Road 

 
 
Dust/ 
Mud 
on Road 

 
 
Tidiness/ 
Maintenance 
 

 
 
Separate 
Pedestrian/ 
Cycle 
Access 

1 Distant None High Moderate   Little M Little High None 

2 Medium None Low Little/Mod   Mod./High M High Moderate Foot only 

3 Close None Moderate Mod/High    Little M Little High Yes P and C 

4 Medium None Moderate Little/Mod    Little M Little Moderate None 

5 Close Walls Low/Mod None   Little M Little Little None 

6 Close None Low None    High M High None None 

7 Distant None Low Moderate    Moderate M Little High None 

8 Distant Crest of Hill Low Little/Mod    Little M Little Moderate None 

9 Distant Bend High Mod/High    High M High Moderate None 

10 Close None Low None    Little NM Little Little None 

11 Medium None High Little/Mod   Little M Little Moderate None 

12 Very Distant None None Little    Moderate M Moderate Little None 

13 Medium None High Little/Mod    Little M Little Little/Mod. None 

14 Close/Medium None Low Moderate    High M High Little/Mod. None 

15 Close/Medium None Low Little   High M High Little None 

16 Distant Bend Mod/High Moderate    Little M Moderate Moderate None 

17 Close None Low Little    High M Mod/High Little None 

18 Medium None High High    Little M Little High None 

19 Close Angle Moderate None    Moderate NM High None None 

20 Close/Medium None Low/Mod None    Little M Moderate Little/Mod None 

21 Medium None High High   Little M Little Little Foot only 

22 Very Distant None High Little    Little M Little Little/Mod None 

23 Medium Bend/Veg. High Little    Little NM Little Little None 

24 Medium None Moderate Little   Moderate M Moderate Little None 

25 Very Distant None High Mod/High    Little M Little Mod/High None 

26 Medium None High Little    Little NM & M Little Little None 

27 Distant None High High     Little M Little High None 

28 Distant None High Mod/High Little M Little Mod/High None 

29 Close None Low/Mod Moderate    Little M Little Little None 

30 Close Bend Low/Mod Little    Little M Little/Mod Little/Mod None 

31 Distant None High Little    Little M Little Moderate None 

32 Distant None High Little Little M Little High None 

33 Distant None High Little/Mod Little M Little High None 

34 Medium None Low Little Little M Little Moderate None 

35 Close/Med Crest of Hill Low Little High M High Moderate None 

36 Close None Low/Mod Little Little/Mod M Moderate Little/Mod None 

37 Medium None Mod/High Little Little M Little Moderate None 

38 Very Distant None High Mod/High Little M Little Mod/High None 

39 Distant None High High Little M Little High None 

40 Medium None Moderate Moderate Moderate M High Moderate None 

41 Close/Med None Low/High Low Little M Little Moderate None 

         

         

         

         

         

         

 Close <100m 
Medium 100m-
300m (2) 
Distant 300m-
1000m (4) 
Very Distant  
>1000m (6) 
 

Visibility 
splay(s) 
absent (0) 
Hill Crest  (-2) 
Bends (-2) 
Walls (-2) 
Angle (-2) 
Thick 
Vegetation  
(-2) 
  

 Low (2) 
 Moderate 
(4) 
 High (6) 

  None (0) 
  Little (2) 
  Moderate (4) 
  High (6) 
 
   
    

 Little (6) 
 Moderate (4) 
 High (2) 
N-Road not  
Metalled (-2) 
M-Metalled 
road (0) 

Little (6) 
Moderate 
(4) 
High (2) 

None (0) 
Little (2) 
Moderate (4) 
High (6) 
 

Yes 
None 
P foot (4) 
C cycle (2) 
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 Notes on the table reviewing visited quarry entrances 
 

The following notes are for clarification of the assessment of quarry entrances in respect of each 

of the items listed in the columns and the groupings set out at the foot of the columns.  The 

scoring is as shown; in some cases more than one score may apply for a single entrance and the 
score should be aggregated. 
 
Column 1 – Quarry No. 
This refers to a specific quarry visited.  Details remain confidential, but can be inspected in the offices of 
DJA. 

 
Column 2 – Active/Inactive 
This refers to whether or not the quarry may have been working at the time of the visit based on whether 
vehicles were seen to be entering and leaving the quarry.  It does not imply that mineral production was in 
progress or had stopped or that the quarry was closed. 
 

Column 3 – Weather Conditions 
These are primarily whether it was dry or wet at the time of the visit.  Specific notes are made if there were 
strong winds or frost at the time. 

 
Column 4 – Quarry Size 
For the purposes of the exercise small quarries were based on an assessment of the area worked from 
available sources.  Small quarries generally were those that might have been capable of producing less than 

200,000t/year.  Medium are between 200,000t and 500,000t/year and large are more than 500,000t/year. 
 
Column 5 – Setting  

This refers to the location of the quarry; location often has a bearing on the traffic activities in the area.  
Quarries were located in industrial, urban, suburban and rural areas and some were in an intermediate 
location. 

 
Column 6 – Highway Class 
This refers to the public road on which the entrance is located.  The nature of the arrangements at junctions 

sometimes is linked to the traffic volumes and speeds associated with different highway classes.  Some 
public roads lead directly into quarries and as far as was possible to ascertain the review of the quarry 

entrance relates to the point at which the public road becomes a private highway; such roads are listed as 
‘End of road’.  Some quarries have separate entrances and exits onto different class roads. 

 
Column 7 – Ghost Island/Roundabout 
This relates to whether the public road had within it a roundabout or ghost island (a separate reservation 

for vehicles turning left or right into the quarry entrance).  These measures are generally regarded as 
important safety features where traffic flows are high. 
 
Column 8 – Separate Entrance/Exit/Entrance Divider 

This refers to the nature of the entrance.  Yes means that there is an entrance separately located from the 
exit.  No means that there is only one entrance and exit on to the highway.  However sometimes this 
entrance/exit has a divider to segregate vehicles entering and leaving the site and sometimes two dividers 
separating vehicles that exit or enter the site from different directions; E denotes an entrance divider. 
 
Column 9 – Slip Roads 
Some quarries have dedicated slip roads widening the public road to permit the entrance and/or exit of 

vehicles on the entrance side of the highway.  S1 denotes a single slip road and S2 denotes two slip roads. 
 
Column 10 – Signage/Traffic Calming 
Quarries vary greatly in their signage.  Some quarries have almost no signage and these have been noted as 

Insufficient.  Other quarries have Simple signage that is not confusing and some have Complex signage that 
is confusing.  Signage also impacts upon the visual appearance of quarries.  Traffic calming using humps, 
and rarely width restrictions, is used on some quarries to reduce speed.  Those with traffic calming 

measures are denoted C and those without NC. 
 
Column 11 – Distance Plant/Site to Main Highway 
This is often regarded as an important factor in the transfer of mud and dust on to the public highway.  It 
may also be a significant issue if vehicle queuing/parking occurs prior to the commencement of work in the 
quarry; this can constitute a nuisance on the public highway.  Close denotes an access road of less than 
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100m in length, Medium denotes an access road of 100m to 300m in length, Distant 300m to 1000m in 

length and Very Distant greater than 1km. 
 

Column 12 – Junction Visibility Problems 
Junctions should ideally be on to straight lengths of road, at right angles to the road and with no problems 
resulting from bends or brows of a hill or steep inclines.  There should also be acceptable sight lines for 
vehicles leaving a site of at least 100m either side of the entrance.   High stone or brick walls may present 
visibility problems, as well as dense vegetation up to the edge of the highway.  Bends, walls, angles and 
vegetation are noted as particular problems.  Items listed include Splays Absent, Hill Crest, Bends, Walls, 
Angles. 
 
Column 13 – Screening of Quarry/Plant 
Quarry entrances may open up undesirable views of the quarry and its plant.  Clearly the shorter the access 
road the more likely this is to occur.  The level of screening is defined as High, Medium (where some plant 
or excavation/tip is visible) to Little (where plant is clearly visible from the public highway). 
 
Column 14 – Landscape Features/Enhancements  
Some quarry entrances have extensive screening, screen planting and the installation of attractive features 
often incorporating the local stone.  These entrances are not generally intimidating and present well to the 
community.  There may also be features of historic interest and some of the notices may be encased in 
stone walling.  Some entrances show no attention whatsoever to landscape or enhancement of the verges 
and present an unfavourable image of the industry to the public.  The level of enhancement is therefore 
classified as None, Little (where minimal attention has been given to enhancement), Moderate (where some 

planting and features are in place) and High. 
 
Column 15 – Dust on Vegetation/Metalled Road 
Where vehicles have not been adequately washed before leaving the site, and especially where in such 

circumstances the access road is short, dust is often found on vegetation including the leaves of bushes and 
trees and on grass verges.  This problem is particularly acute where the access road is not metalled with 
asphalt or concrete.  The level of dusting is described as Little (where plants are not covered with dust) to 

Moderate (where some plants are covered) to High (where most of the trees, bushes and grass near the site 
entrance are covered to some degree by dust).  N denotes no metalled road and M a metalled road. 
 

Column 16 – Dust/Mud on Road 
Dust and mud on roads is a common cause of complaints by the public with respect to quarries and is 
generally regarded as an indicator of poor site management and quarry practice.  It is generally found that 

sites with long access roads rarely produce dust and mud on the highway, but site management including 

frequent power sweeping is important, even in these situations.  In extreme conditions high levels of dust 

and mud can lead to a danger of skidding, poor braking and even visibility problems.  It will also extend the 
extent of dusting on vegetation.  The ranking indicated relates to the discolouration of the road at the site 
entrance.  Little indicates limited discolouration and High, extensive discolouration and visible clumps of 
dust or mud.   
 
Column 17 – Tidiness/Maintenance 
Some site entrances are a complete disgrace to the industry and show little or no attempt at clearing litter 
and debris, especially mud and dust, from the vehicles using the entrance.  Particular problems arise where 
vehicles queue to enter a site and the opportunity is taken by drivers to deposit litter.  Other entrances show 

high levels of maintenance and an appreciation of this aspect of quarrying on the community.  This matter 
is ranked as follows, None (no obvious signs of clearance of debris or maintenance of vegetation over an 
extended period), Little (where there is some indication of occasional maintenance and clearance), 
Moderate and High (where regular maintenance and no litter was apparent). 
 
 
Column 18 – Separate Pedestrian/Cycle Access 

Many quarries are in rural areas and the only reasonable access for visitors or employees is by vehicle.  
However many are not in this category, but few provide non-vehicular access to visitors or staff.  The 

categories listed are Yes (pedestrian/cycle access provided) and No (none provided).  Where access is 
provided P represents footpaths and C a demarcated cycle access. 
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